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Abstract: 

The main objective of this paper is to increase the production rate. In industries to make the shipment in exact time it is very 

necessary to set a target for production department. The total work of the production department is completed by different 

operator so without standard target it is impossible to reach the goal. To increase the productivity of planetary carrier studied on  

time and motion study by using systematic observation, interview with discussion and stopwatch time study . Time and motion 

study terms are used as a interchangeably for study of conservation of human resources for doing task by most efficient method. 

Work study is scientific research involving work techniques with the objective of identifying the best way of doing a work to  

improve its operational and production efficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Time and motion study is the important aspect in business to 

determine the production rate. Human judgment has always 

been a strong factor to be overcome in attempting to  remove 

the difficulties that surrounding this subject. The people in the 

shop, particularly those who are organized into unions, are 

suspicious of motion and time study. They are especially 

critical of the rating phase of time study which has not been too  

satisfactory in many instances. Motion and time study affects 

the way a man works and how much he gets for his work. 

Previous works say that due to wrong sequence of operations, 

improper utilization of manpower, there was less productivity. 

So that time and motion study is important. To improve the 

productivity by introducing new sequence of operations.  In 

this paper efforts have made to present how to increase 

productivity of planetary carrier. In this paper the effect of 

various parameters like cycle time of each machine, material 

handling, sequence of operations, how many machines operate 

by single operator studied. Abdul Talib Bon, Daiyanni daim [1] 

discussed that the organization can maximize production and 

optimize costs. The objective of this study can also be 

achieved by the application of Study Time and movement, the 

process that is human can be identified and the standard can be 

determined. Also positive changes that occur can also be 

observed and concluded that the reduction of cost and time 

can be reduced in the line with efforts to increase production of 

organization. Miss. Rajashri Shrishirmala, Prof. R. R. Salgude [2] 

have observed work sampling technique reduce the rework, so 

that an experienced personnel is assigned for the job. Proper 

guidelines need to be implemented for the operator for 

operating tools. The optimum number of human resources 

assigned to the construction activities leads to economy, 

reduction in time thus quality work is obtained. L. C. Pigage, J. 

L. Tucker [3] has studied to explain the various methods, uses, 

and ways of applying motion and time study. No attempt has 

been made to guide various groups into acceptance or rejection 

of this technique. Most managements decide whether or not 

they should use it after consideration of costs, possible 

economic benefits, and the effect on industrial relations. He 

also observed that usually acceptance or rejection depends 

upon such things as tradition, experience, feelings of the 

members and officers, the group's strength as a bargaining unit, 

the type of plan being offered, its benefits, and relations with 

management. Whatever the reasons, if acceptance is decided 

upon, there are various ways of dealing with the situation.  

Abdul Talib Bon and Aliza Ariffin [4] have concluded that the 

process can be improved based on the three parameters like 

number of process, production time and production layout that 

cause the problems. With combination of work process and 

time measurement as well as  the changes of production layout, 

it will improve the current work process. These modifications 

are made by eliminating the wasted time and reduction of the 

work contents. These improvements were successful to achieve 

the project goals and objectives, which the improvements were 

included the processes, production layout, economy in human 

effort and the reduction of unnecessary fatigue. Yogesh G. 

Jangale and Dr. R. R. Deshmukh [5] have presented that by 

using the proposed process the manufacturing cycle time 

reduce by 33.95 %. 

 

In existed process the loss in time takes place because of 

following reasons,  

i. Manual work on conventional machining  

ii. Unclear ideas behind the process implementation  

iii. Worker experiencing fatigue and stress  

iv. Changes in process plan during the production  

 

These reasons are eliminated in proposed process by  

i. Replacing the modern machines  

ii. Automated operation by part programming  

iii. Prior discussion before process implementation as part of     

     CE.    

iv. Strictly following the process plan.  

Due to above discussion, all ideas and doubts behind the 

process being implemented are cleared during the first stage. 
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Thus, there is no need to change the process plan during 

production. Mihir B Patel, Prof. Dr. Hemant R. Thakkar, Mr. 

Rajput Santosh [6] has observed that all the developed 

countries have higher Manufacturing. Rise in manufacturing 

results in higher production, which has direct impact on 

standard of living. It reduces time per unit and enables 

reduction in cycle time. It increases wages for workers           and 

increased productivity for organization. Therefore, 

improvement in productivity is important for country like India 

because it can minimize level of poverty and unemployment. 

Labour, material, machine, capital are the indices of fact or 

productivity. 

 

2. DISCUSSION 

 

From earlier paper it is clear that there was improper utilization 

of manpower, wrong sequence of operation due to that 

productivity of overall plant decreased. To improve the 

productivity by introducing new sequence of operations. By 

utilizing proper man, machine and material to improve the 

production rate. By implementing of new Lathe machine 

between two CNC machines, reduce the load on next CNC and 

ultimately decrease the cycle time of this machine and finally 

production rate increases by implementing this new machine.  

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

From the above discussion it is clear that productivity can be 

increased by proper utilization of man power, material handling 

and sequence of operations. Also from this study the objective 

can be achieved by the application of time study and motion 

study. In addition, positive changes that can be occurs are also 

observed. The optimum number of human resources assigned 

to any organizational activities leads to economy, reduction in 

time and thus quality work is obtained. Material handling 

activities are performed with some degree of efficiency, 

although there is much scope of improvement. To set a 

standard target for different product time and motion study is 

mandatory. Target of production can be achieved by making 

the time and motion study. 
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